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Introduction

Many scientists who are told for the first time to use a t-test, are wondering how
they are supposed to know that the data are distributed according to the normal
or Gaussian distribution, which according to mathematical statistics is one of the
assumptions for the validity of the t-test. Statistical goodness-of-fit tests can never
(statistically) prove, only disprove normality, and when there are enough data, they
usually do disprove it. However, such tests can often prove “approximate” normality
(to be defined in a suitable sense), in accordance with frequent informal practical
experience. Now, the scientists are often told (or hope) that small deviations from
normality do not matter, that the t-test is “robust” against small deviations from
the mathematical assumption of normality. But this is true, roughly speaking, only
for the level of the t-test; the power (and the corresponding length of confidence
intervals, as well as the efficiency of the arithmetic mean) is very sensitive even to
small deviations from normality. For not too small samples, there are other tests,
such as the Wilcoxon- (Mann-Whitney U -) test, with a much better behavior.

If the problem considered by the scientist is a two-sample problem, there is also
the assumption of equality of variances for the validity of the t-test. It can be
shown that this assumption is of limited importance unless the sample sizes differ
considerably. But even in recent years there have been textbooks written which
suggest or require first an F -test for the equality of the variances. Only when this
test comes out nonsignificant, is the application of the two-sample t-test permitted.
This pseudologic ignores not only the fact that exact equality of variances can never
be statistically proven, it ignores the much more important fact, known since around
1930, that already the level of chisquare- and F -tests for variances is so sensitive to
tiny deviations from normality that J.W. Tukey later suggested these tests might
better be used as tests of normality.

There is another assumption for the t-test, which is hardly ever discussed in the
literature, but for example according to the highly experienced practical statistician
Cuthbert Daniel it is the most important one: the assumption of independence.
Great data analysts, such as K. Pearson, Gosset (“Student”) and Jeffreys, have for
a long time been aware of the nonvalidity of this assumption and the dangers arising
from this fact, but only fairly recently has there been some systematic work trying
to bring more light into these issues.
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Overview

Basic aims and some results

Robust inference is inference which is insensitive to (smaller or larger) deviations
from the assumptions under which it is derived. Some very commonly used assump-
tions in statistics are normality, independence, identical distributions, linearity (e.g.,
in regression), and stationarity of stochastic processes. As a rule, such assumptions
are only approximations to reality, and the questions arise what deviations tend to
occur in practice, what effects they have on known statistical procedures, and how
to develop better, “more robust” procedures when deemed desirable. For answering
these questions, new statistical concepts have proven useful.

The need for robust procedures was always clear to eminent practical statisticians
such as Newcomb [94] [95], K. Pearson [99], “Student” [120], and Jeffreys [65] Ch. 4.4,
5.6 and 5.7). It was convincingly demonstrated by E.S. Pearson for tests and by
J.W. Tukey for estimators. E.S. Pearson [96] [97] showed the nonrobustness even of
the level of chisquare- and F -tests for variances; in this context, Box [11] and Box
& Andersen [12] introduced the term “robust”. Tukey [122], (summarizing earlier
work) showed the nonrobustness of the arithmetic mean even under slight deviations
from normality.

In order to assess robustness properties quantitatively, and to develop better
and even in some senses optimal robust procedures, an extensive theory of robust-
ness has been developed (and is still being worked out further), starting with Hu-
ber [55] and described largely in the books by Huber [63] and Hampel et al. [52].
The theory treats not only deviations from the model of normally or Gaussian dis-
tributed data, but in fact from any reasonable parametric model (such as two- and
three-parameter Gamma distributions, binomial and Poisson distributions), except
that often the necessary computer programs still need to be worked out. The con-
cepts and methods developed (such as influence function, breakdown point, and
M -estimators, see below) are not only useful for parametric models, but also in
semi-parametric and nonparametric statistics. The robust methods derived under
this theory also take largely care of non-identically distributed data and in partic-
ular both of the accommodation and identification of outliers (Hampel [45]), which
occur almost everywhere and which are one of the most obvious reasons for the
necessity of at least informally robust procedures. The avoidable efficiency losses
of least squares (and other “classically” optimal procedures) compared with good
robust procedures are more typically in the range of 10% - 100% than in the range
of 1% - 10% (as some confusing papers and a misinterpretation of the Gauss-Markov
theorem would seem to suggest, cf. below); even informal robust procedures (such
as setting aside outliers “by eye”), though highly to be recommended over purely
formal computer calculations without follow-up interpretation, typically lose about
10%-20% efficiency unnecessarily.
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Robustness and good statistical practice

However, it should be kept in mind that good scientific questions, good observations,
a good choice of models and transformations, and a thorough interpretation of the
data and the results of the purely statistical part of the inference in the light of the
scientific knowledge and experience available, are much more important for scientific
inference than a 20% efficiency gain in an intermediate step. Thus, if no good robust
computer program is available; if one is not in a routine situation, which would
often make it worthwhile to develop one’s own program; if the data set is not too
complicated or too large to be looked at informally; and if one does not want to
squeeze out the last 5-20% information in the data, it may be most expedient to use
the available tools, such as least squares combined with graphical and interactive
methods, in a clever, informally robust way. It could even be argued that, at present,
often a good qualitative understanding of the dangers of nonrobustness, especially
of outliers in somewhat complex data structures, is more important than the use of
formal robust methods (cf., e.g., the informally robust but thorough data analyses
in Daniel and Wood [19], Daniel [18], and Hampel [47]). On the other hand, there
are situations where formal robust methods are either necessary or at least a vast
improvement over any other method (cf., e.g., Mallows [76], Rocke et al. [103], Stahel
et al. [115]; cf. also Kleiner et al. [69]). And sometimes the data are so expensive
and precious that it may be worthwhile to develop a custom-tailored efficient robust
method, including a computer program; an example is the robust randomization
test for regression developed for the Swiss weather modification (hail prevention)
project “Grossversuch IV” (Federer et al. [25]) (the usual randomization test, using
the mean for ordering the permutations, is robust with respect to the level, but not
with respect to the power).

For a discussion of the place of robustness (and statistics in general) in the field of
tension between pure mathematics and scientific applications, including the “human
factor”, see Hampel [51].

Violation of the independence assumption

An assumption which is even deeper than the assumption of normality (or of any
other parametric model distribution) and which is also commonly made in nonpara-
metric statistics, but which is often ignored in data analysis, is the assumption of
independence. The situation here is much more difficult than for deviations from
some marginal model distribution. There is no usable theory for “all kinds” of de-
viations of a certain size; in particular, there is no minimax solution which is still
nearly optimal under the ideal model. In fact, the least favorable case of serial corre-
lations up to a certain size is the case of a constant systematic error, which is known
to be hopeless once the data are in. Hence for robustness theory about deviations
from independence, one has to make stronger assumptions, such as that the serial
correlations tend to zero with increasing lag (but keeping the dangers of systematic
errors in practice in mind). The question of typical true correlation structures of
supposedly i.i.d. (independent identically distributed) data is much more important
than that of typical true marginal distributions (instead of, e.g., normality), because
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the techniques used as countermeasures depend much more on the former.
There seem to be very few long series of supposedly i.i.d. measurement data (say,

of more than 100 observations each); but almost all of them that could be found
exhibit not only highly significant correlations, but even long-range correlations,
with the long-range correlation intensity parameter (Hurst parameter) being almost
uniformly distributed between independence and non-stationarity (explaining the
few non-significant cases); see below for more details and references. This is a
surprising extension of the results by Mandelbrot and Wallis [82] that practically all
geophysical time series they looked at (river flows, tree ring indices, temperatures,
geophysical layers, precipitation, earthquakes, etc.) turned out to be not only weakly
or short-range correlated (and thus describable by ARMA models), but strongly
or long-range correlated, necessitating new probabilistic tools (such as self-similar
processes, or fractional ARIMA processes) for their proper treatment.

The main consequences of long-range correlations in supposedly i.i.d. data are
a bit complicated to describe. The effects are mild for point estimation, but dras-
tic for standard errors, confidence intervals and tests for not very small samples,
and they increase exponentially with the size of the data set. To cite a typical ex-
ample, the true variance of the arithmetic mean of 130 observations can easily be
20 times the variance derived under the independence assumption. However, if we
do not consider absolute constants, but contrasts (such as effects and interactions
in ANOVA, or slopes in regression) in a well-mixed (e.g., randomized) experimen-
tal design, then the first-order effects of the correlations on the level of tests and
confidence intervals cancel out asymptotically (Künsch et al. [73]). This is in full
accordance with the folklore in applied statistics that ANOVA and regression (if well
handled) are successful and reliable statistical techniques, while the usual standard
error of the arithmetic mean estimating an absolute constant is quite rightly often
shunned by physicists and others as having no meaning in reality. Thus it appears
to be a remarkably wise custom to leave out the grand mean and intercept in the
ANOVA table. It should be noted that even for contrasts there are still losses of
efficiency and power due to the correlations, but they in turn can be greatly reduced
by blocking and randomization.

Thus, the main problems due to long-range correlations arise for long data series
estimating absolute constants. To resolve them, one has to estimate the long-range
correlation parameter; but this cannot be done very informatively for fewer than 50-
100 observations. Fortunately, for shorter series the effect of the correlations tends
to be still small.

For a more detailed introduction into the problems of violation of the indepen-
dence assumption, cf. Hampel et al. [52], Ch. 8.1.

Long-range correlations and time series

Long-range correlations are also important in time series which are, or have been,
frequently treated as short-range correlated, such as the mean earth temperatures or
the ozone concentrations in the higher atmosphere for every year. The more realistic
models with long-range correlations generally lead to larger confidence intervals
and less power than traditional time-series methods, making it harder to “prove”
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changes due to human interference, for example; but this greater caution is only
realistic, and it might help avoiding part of the ill-founded controversies about the
future development of the earth. On the other hand, one should not forget the
difference between statistical significance and practical relevance, and the “gray
zone” between a well-fitting model and a statistically rejected model. A potential
effect may be too small to be significant, but could be of great practical importance;
and scientists often go for “hints” (say, P -values somewhat above 5% or 10%, or log
likelihood ratios between -1 and -2) which is ok as long as they remain conscious
that such effects could well be merely random phenomena, and which is often a good
(“exploratory”) scientific strategy although classical statistical theory, as it stands,
has nothing to say about this. We should strive for good, realistic models, but we
also should not forget the dangers of errors of the second kind and the limitations
of statistical results.

Other problems

There has been relatively little work on small deviations from assumed linearity in
regression (cf. Huber [61] and subsequent work).

Additive and innovative outliers and other robustness problems in time series
are discussed extensively in the time series literature (for some early references, cf.,
e.g., Hampel et al. [52], Ch. 8.3 for a start).

Both topics will not be discussed anymore below.

Some clarifications and further references

Robust statistics is often mixed up with nonparametric statistics, but conceptually
they are entirely different. Robust statistics belongs to parametric statistics and can
be viewed as a natural further development both of classical Fisherian parametric
statistics and of the parametric part of the Neyman-Pearson-Wald theory. It is the
“statistics of approximate parametric models”. In the background is the belief that
parametric models, although usually inaccurate, are still often very useful for concise
data description (data condensation) and data interpretation.

Nonparametric methods can also be considered and used in a parametric frame-
work; they are typically robust with respect to the level, but not always with respect
to power or length of confidence intervals. (Cf. also above and below.)

It is somewhat surprising that Neobayesians have so little to say about deviations
from, e.g., normality (except for the use of some ad hoc and debatable “supermod-
els”). What is called “Bayesian robustness”, is usually just robustness of inference
under changes of the apriori distribution, an important new robustness problem
Neobayesians have, but its solutions solve only half of the overall robustness prob-
lem. (Bayesian robustness will not be considered here. Cf., e.g., Kadane [68].)

Besides the books by Huber [63] and Hampel et al. [52], some other books on
robust statistics are: Rousseeuw and Leroy [105], Staudte and Sheather [118], Stahel
and Weisberg [116], Morgenthaler et al. [90]; more on the mathematical side: Rieder
[102], Jurečková and Sen [67]; applied books with relevance for robustness: Mosteller
and Tukey [92], Box et al. [13], Hoaglin et al. [53], Gnanadesikan [34], Box et al. [14];
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on special related topics: Müller [93], Morgenthaler and Tukey [91]; on computer
programs for robust statistics: Marazzi [83].

Local Robustness; The Influence Function

Small deviations from a parametric model; historical back-
ground

We shall consider mainly the simplest and best-developed case of robustness theory
as an introduction to its concepts, namely that of location and scale estimation
for supposedly i.i.d. (independent identically distributed) normal or Gaussian data.
This is also the simplest case to which the method of least squares can be applied
(resulting in the arithmetic mean and the empirical variance as estimates).

The normal law had been introduced as error distribution by Gauss [33] (cf.
Huber [59]) in order to make the arithmetic mean the optimal estimator of some
quantity based on several observations of equal accuracy. By the end of the 19th
century, almost everybody believed in the dogma of the normal law of errors: the
users of statistics because they believed it to be a mathematical theorem, and the
mathematicians because they believed it to be an empirical fact. But the central
limit theorem suggests at best approximate normality in reality (short of the limit
at infinity); and already Bessel [10] and later Newcomb [94] noticed clear deviations
from normality towards “longer tails” (higher kurtosis or standardized 4th moment)
in their data.

While the mean was still uncontested, astronomers, such as Eddington, used the
mean deviation (now obsolete) instead of the standard deviation (or variance) be-
cause they claimed it to be a more accurate measure of the variability of their data,
according to their practical experience. But then Fisher [30] wrote a mathematical
paper proving the mean deviation to lose 12% asymptotic efficiency (“wasting 12%
of the data”) compared with the optimal (and “sufficient”) standard deviation if
the data were strictly normal. He also conceded that the mean deviation would
be asymptotically optimal (as maximum likelihood estimator) if the errors had a
double-exponential distribution; but clearly such a distribution would be rather un-
realistic. What Fisher did not know (and Eddington could not prove) was that the
mean deviation is better not only for an approximate double-exponential distribu-
tion, but even for an approximate normal distribution (outside a tiny neighborhood
of the normal).

It was Tukey [122] (cf. also Huber [63]) who showed that in his mixture model

F (x) = (1− ε)Φ(x) + ε · Φ
(
x

3

)
(1)

(Φ being the cumulative standard normal) which (putting x = (y−µ)/σ) generates
a location and scale model with slightly longer tails than the normal, it suffices to
take ε = 0.0018 (!) to make the mean deviation better than the standard deviation,
and for ε = 0.05 (a rather common frequency of gross errors, cf. below) it is even
twice as efficient. (This example shows drastically the dangers of mathematical
optimality theorems without any suitable robustness or stability considerations.)
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Tukey also considered location estimators and showed that, as ε went from 0 to
0.1 in his mixture model, the arithmetic mean quickly loses asymptotic efficiency
(always compared with an asymptotically best, e.g. maximum likelihood estimator
under the corresponding mixture model), while the asymptotic efficiency of the
median, which is only 2/π under strict normality (ε = 0), slowly improves to meet
that of the mean (near about 70%). On the other hand, the asymptotic efficiency
of the 6%-trimmed (or truncated) mean stays above 97% over the whole range
of ε from 0 to 0.1, so there was some first hope of finding estimators which are
known to be nearly optimal even though the exact true distribution is not known
in practice. (The α-trimmed mean, for 0 < α < 1/2, deletes the α · n smallest and
α ·n largest observations and takes the arithmetic mean of the remaining ones. It is
not a rejection rule, but locally equivalent to a corresponding Huber-estimator, cf.
below.) – Cf. also Tukey [123].

Huber’s minimax approach

Huber [55] (cf. also Hampel [49]) gave the first theory of robustness. He considered
the more general gross-error model or ε-contamination model

F (x) = (1− ε)Φ(x) + ε ·H(x) (0 ≤ ε < 1), (2)

where H is symmetric about 0, but otherwise completely arbitrary (for asymmetry,
see below); and he considered the class of M -estimators of location (also called es-
timating equations; generalized maximum likelihood estimators, and often, though
not always, maximum likelihood estimators under a different location model) de-
scribed by some suitable ρ or ψ = ρ′, with the estimate t being the solution of the
minimization problem, or of the implicit equation (easy for the computer, and with
excellent and simple explicit one-step approximations)∑

ρ(xi − t) = min or
∑

ψ(xi − t) = 0. (3)

(If f is a density, then ρ = − log f and ψ = −f ′/f yield the MLE.)
In a fictional 2-person 0-sum game of the statistician (choosing ψ) against Nature

(choosing H and hence F ), with gain for Nature and loss for the statistician the
asymptotic variance, which turns out to be V (ψ, F ) =

∫
ψ2dF/(

∫
ψ′dF )2, Huber

asks for a saddlepoint (ψ0, F0) such that V (ψ0, F ) ≤ V (ψ0, F0) ≤ V (ψ, F0) for all ψ
and F allowed. The solution (ψ0, F0) exists; ψ0 is the Huber-estimator (for location)
with parameter k (depending on ε) given by

ψ0(x) = x for |x| ≤ k, and = k · sign (x) for |x| > k; (4)

and F0 (Huber’s least favorable distribution) has a density proportional to exp(−ρ0(x)),
with ψ0 = ρ′0, that is, normal in the middle and (double-)exponential in the tails.

The Huber-estimator is a minimax solution: it minimizes the maximum asymp-
totic variance over all F in the gross-error model. While sometimes minimax so-
lutions are “too pessimistic,” this is not the case here: the loss of efficiency of
the Huber-estimator against the arithmetic mean under strict normality is only
11% for k = 1.0, 4% for k = 1.5, and 1% for k = 2.0 (corresponding to ε =
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14%, 4%, and 0.8%, resp.), and a wrong choice of k in the range 1 to 2 also hardly
matters. But for any ε > 0 in the gross-error model, all Huber-estimators can be
infinitely better than the arithmetic mean.

The gross-error model can be interpreted as yielding exactly normal data with
probability 1 - ε, and gross errors (or some other, “contaminating” distribution)
with the small probability ε (usually between 0% and 10%). The asymptotic vari-
ance is often, and also here, a very good approximation for n times the (practically
intractable) actual variance of the estimator down to n = 20 or 10, as has been
shown by Monte Carlo studies (cf. Andrews et al. [1]). The Huber-estimator can
be intuitively interpreted as the mean of a modified sample (transformed by ψ) in
which outliers are “brought in” towards the bulk of the data in a smooth way. The
computation is done iteratively, as for most “ordinary” maximum likelihood estima-
tors. Limiting cases for Huber-estimators (as for α-trimmed means) are arithmetic
mean (for k →∞, and α→ 0, resp.) and median (for k → 0, and α→ 1/2, resp.).
Commonly used values of k are k = 1.5 (as default value, and for data of known
medium quality), k = 1 (for data with relatively many gross errors), and k = 2 (for
data of very high quality).

In practice, one usually needs a scale estimator simultaneously. By taking loga-
rithms, Huber [55] also solved the minimax problem for scale (with an asymmetric
model distribution!), which for k > 1.1 yields Huber’s scale estimator s as solution
of ∑

ψ2
(
xi

s

)
/n = EΦψ

2(X) =: β, (5)

where ψ is the Huber location ψ (called ψ0 above). A locally equivalent scale esti-
mator is the α-trimmed variance, cf. Table 6.4 in Johnson and Leone, I [66]. For
simultaneous estimation of location and scale, one commonly used method (besides
that using the MAD, see below) is Huber’s “proposal 2”: solve for t and s the system
of equations ∑

ψ
(
xi − t

s

)
= 0 and

∑
ψ2

(
xi − t

s

)
= n · β (6)

for a Huber location ψ with parameter k. (Another scale estimator very suitable
in conjunction with the α-trimmed mean is the α-Winsorized variance, cf. Huber
[58].)

Huber ([56] [57]; Huber & Strassen [64]) developed a second theory, or sub-branch
of robustness theory, for censored likelihood ratio tests and exact finite-sample con-
fidence intervals, using more general neighborhoods of the normal model described
by Choquet-capacities of order 2 (a special kind of upper and lower probabilities).
This approach may be mathematically deepest, but seems very hard to generalize
and therefore plays hardly any role in applications.

Hampel’s infinitesimal approach; the influence function

Hampel [39] [40] [42] (cf. Hampel et al. [52]) developed a third, also very closely
related robustness theory which is more generally applicable than Huber’s first (and
second) theory and also contains an explicit treatment, with practical consequences,
of asymmetry. Three main concepts are introduced: qualitative robustness, which is
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essentially continuity of the estimator viewed as functional in the weak topology; the
influence curve (IC) or influence function (IF), which describes the first derivative of
the estimator, as far as existing; and the breakdown point (BP), a global robustness
measure which describes how many percent gross errors are still tolerated. This
corresponds to the stability aspects of, say, a bridge: small perturbations should have
small effects; a first order Taylor expansion describes the small effects quantitatively
(often in very good approximation); and the breakdown point tells under which
load the bridge breaks down (or the estimator is totally unreliable). Thus, we
can call robustness theory the stability theory of statistical procedures. The three
concepts complement each other; in particular, the breakdown point often gives an
indication in practice up to what contamination (say, BP/4 or even BP/2) the linear
extrapolation given by the IF is still reasonably accurate.

To arrive at the influence curve, we first note that many estimators, more pre-
cisely sequences of estimators (one for every n), depend exactly (e.g., MLEs and
M -estimators), approximately (e.g., α-trimmed means with α · n rounded up to the
nearest integer) or asymptotically (e.g., Bayes-estimators) only on the empirical cu-
mulative distribution function (e.c.d.f.) Fn (e.g., not on the time sequence of the
observations, which however may give valuable information on unsuspected serial
correlations, see below). As Fn can be viewed as a (random) probability measure, we
can then often consider our estimator as (or replace it by) a functional (a real-valued
mapping) T (F ) defined in a natural way also for other probability distributions, for
example the ideal model distributions {Fθ, θ ∈ Θ} of a parametric model. An ex-
ample (which however is not defined for all F ) is the arithmetic mean generalized
to the expectation. If T (Fθ) ≡ θ, ∀ θ, that is, if at an exact model distribution T
gives always the correct parameter, T is called Fisher-consistent. (This, as opposed
to the asymptotic concept of consistency, is Fisher’s original idea of consistency.)

Consider now a functional (estimator) T and a fixed sample x1, ..., xn, yielding
an e.c.d.f. Fn. We can investigate the local changes of T (Fn) by throwing in an
additional observation xn+1 anywhere, by taking out an observation (as in the jack-
knife), or by moving one given observation from −∞ to +∞. T (Fn+1)−T (Fn) as a
function of xn+1 (with Fn+1 = (nFn+δ(xn+1))/(n+1), where δ(x) is the distribution
function of the point mass 1 in x) is also called a finite-sample sensitivity function.
The change caused by a new observation in a fixed place x is often approximately
proportional to 1

n
(we can double, triple, ... the other observations, obtaining the

same Fn). When T is well-behaved, we can consider the standardized change (i.e.,
multiplying by n) of T due to some new pointmass δ(x) of size ε = 1/(n + 1) in a
large sample from some distribution F . Passage to the limit yields the definition of
the influence function

IF(x;T, F ) := lim
ε↓0

T ((1− ε)F + ε · δ(x))− T (F )

ε
, (7)

if the limit is defined for all x.
The influence function is a heuristic tool which provides a wealth of quantitative

information about the local behavior of T (cf. Hampel [42]). For i.i.d. Xs with
EX = µ and Var (X) = σ2, it is x− µ for the arithmetic mean, and (x− µ)2 − σ2
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for the empirical variance. For M -estimators of location, given by some ψ, we get

IF(x;ψ, F ) = ψ(x)
/∫

ψ′(x)dF (x) ∝ ψ(x), (8)

and boundedness of ψ is almost equivalent with qualitative robustness. A monotone
ψ gives a unique (or at least convex) solution for the implicit equation, but gives
outliers still maximum influence; a ψ redescending to 0 for large |x| rejects distant
outliers completely. Examples for smooth redescenders are the 25A to 12A group,
including the “2-4-8 estimator” (three-part redescenders), and Tukey’s biweight es-
timator, but also (not quite reaching 0 with ψ) the location MLE for the Cauchy
distribution (cf. Andrews et al. [1], Hampel [42]). The ψ-function of the “2-4-8
estimator” (scaled by the MAD) is

ψ(x) =


x for |x| ≤ 2,
2 · sign (x) for 2 ≤ |x| ≤ 4,
(8 · sign (x)− x)/2 for 4 ≤ |x| ≤ 8,
0 for |x| ≥ 8.

(9)

Its behavior lies between that of 21A and 17A, it is thus a simple “general
purpose redescender”. Since IF ∝ ψ, we can, like here, prescribe the properties of
the IF except for a constant and can define custom-tailored estimators (this cannot
be done for so-called R- and L-estimators, cf. Hampel [44]).

Mathematically speaking, the influence function is the set of all partial deriva-
tives of the functional T in the direction of the point masses. For functionals,
there exist several concepts of differentiation; Gâteaux, Hadamard or compact, and
Fréchet derivative have been used in statistics, the Fréchet derivative being the
strongest concept and formerly considered to be very rarely applicable; but the
main reason for this belief seems to be the nonrobustness of most classical esti-
mators, while at least some (if not most) smooth M -estimators are indeed Fréchet-
differentiable (Clarke [15][16], Bednarski [3]; cf. also Fernholz [27]). The IF describes
the derivative of a functional in whatever sense it exists.

Two different generalizations of the IF to time series are by Künsch [71] and by
Martin and Yohai [86].

Gross-error sensitivity and related concepts derived from the
IF; optimal robust compromises

The worst possible local effect of a gross error is described by the gross-error sen-
sitivity γ∗(T, F ) = supx |IF(x;T, F )|. The asymptotic variance of an estimator T
at some F is usually given by V (T, F ) =

∫
(IF(x;T, F ))2dF (x). This can be seen

from the approximations T (G) − T (F ) ≈
∫

IF(x;T, F )d(G − F )(x) =
∫

IFdG (be-
cause of

∫
IF(x;T, F )dF (x) = 0) for G “near” F , and specifically T (Fn) − T (F ) ≈∑

IF(xi;T, F ). There are still other useful concepts connected with the IF (local-
shift sensitivity, rejection point, change-of-variance sensitivity, change-of-bias sensi-
tivity, cf. Hampel [41] [42] and below).

The most important robustness lemma (Lemma 5 in Hampel [39]) shows how to
minimize V under a bound on γ∗ among all locally linear, Fisher-consistent estima-
tors (and thus “robustify” the asymptotic Cramèr-Rao or information inequality);
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it does so by putting symmetric bounds from above and below on the ψ-function
(score function, ∝ IF) of the MLE and shifting the score function up or down so as
to retain Fisher-consistency. The solutions in the normal case are again the Huber-
estimators of location and scale. But contrary to Huber’s minimax approach, which
needs the log density of the model distribution to be concave, this approach is per-
fectly general and works also, for example, for location of the Cauchy distribution.
The “most robust” location estimator, with minimum (positive) γ∗, is again the
median med; the “most robust” scale estimator (and counterpart of the median) is
the median deviation (in close analogy with mean deviation and standard deviation)
or median absolute deviation

MAD {xi} := medi{|xi −medj{xj}|}. (10)

The MAD has been very successfully used for the scaling of robust M -estimators of
location, and as a basis for the safe rejection of outliers (see below).

As the asymptotic variance V (T, F ) of an estimator T under a distribution F (or
its logarithm) is also a functional, we can also compute the effect of an “infinitesimal
contamination” of F in any x on V (T, F ) (instead of on T as for the IF) and thus
obtain the change-of-variance curve CVC or change-of-variance function CVF, and
from it in turn its supremum (in some sense), the change-of-variance sensitivity χ∗

or κ∗. (There are several slightly different definitions of both concepts around, cf.
Hampel et al. [52] and the references therein.) We shall here use the approximation

log V (T,G)− log V (T, F ) ≈
∫
CV F d(G− F ) =

∫
CV F dG ≤ ε · κ∗(T, F ) (11)

if the total variation norm ||G− F || ≤ ε, analogously to the approximation

|T (G)− T (F )| ≈
∣∣∣∣∫ IF dG

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε · γ∗(T, F ) (12)

which puts a bound on the estimation bias due to asymmetric contamination of
size ε. Both approximations (linear extrapolations using 1-step Taylor expansions,
a common tool everywhere in mathematics and its applications) are numerically
extremely accurate for smooth robust M -estimators (in case of κ∗ in some examples
up to 3 decimal places for ε = 1%, about 2 decimal places for ε = 10%, and still
quantitatively useful for ε = 50%, cf. Hampel et al. [52]). In case of the normal
location model, the M -estimators minimizing V (T,Φ) under a bound for κ∗ are
again the class of Huber-estimators. This is the “infinitesimal imitation” (with
extrapolation) of Huber’s minimax approach.

Asymmetric contamination

We now can define a new paradigm which also takes asymmetry into account (Ham-
pel et al. [52] p. 49-52). Given an amount ε of arbitrary gross errors, some bias due
to asymmetry is unavoidable and cannot be fully eliminated from the data. About
all we can do is to choose a small γ∗ to keep the unknown bias small. We also
want to estimate the correct parameter if the parametric model were exactly true,
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that is, we want a Fisher-consistent functional (this solves the problem of “what to
estimate” in the case of asymmetry); and given this, we want a small “asymptotic
mean squared error” (MSE) as the simplest measure of quality. Now, using the
asymptotic concepts as approximations for finite n,

MSE(T,G;n) =
(∫

IF dG
)2

+ V (T, F ) · exp
(∫

CVF dG
)
/n

≤ ε2γ∗2(T, F ) + V (T, F ) exp (εκ∗(T, F ))/n (13)

for ||G− F || ≤ ε. The solution in the simplest case appears to be again the Huber-
estimator; in general, we get at least a useful and simple upper bound for the MSE.
The most remarkable feature is that the bound (and hence the solution) depends ex-
plicitly on n. As every good applied statistician (but not every statistician) knows,
the bias becomes relatively more and more important with increasing n, while the
variance goes to zero and eventually can be forgotten. Thus, for very large samples
the median is the unique best estimator, in accordance with some folklore in appli-
cations (apart from the possibilities of sometimes eliminating part - but not all -
of the bias, such as by redescending M -estimators or by estimators of the “shorth”
type, cf. Andrews et al. [1]). For small samples, however, the variance is more im-
portant. To give some crude numerical indications: the optimal Huber-estimators
for asymmetric contamination and for n = 5 have k ≈ 2.0 for ε = 1% and k ≈ 1.2
for ε = 10% which are about the same values as for symmetric contamination; but
for n = 40, the values are k ≈ 1.8 for ε = 1% and k ≈ 0.7 for ε = 10%, so especially
for the larger ε, the (quadratic) effect of the bias is already quite noticeable. Apart
from the (partly practical) question whether we always want (or have) to assume the
worst possible effect of bias, we thus can find the Huber-estimator which minimizes
the maximum MSE in the approximated gross-error model for every ε and every n.
(Since the asymptotic variance is also only an - albeit good - approximation for the
actual variance, the additional approximation by linear extrapolation is even more
legitimate; but the main point is that the new paradigm, centering fully at the para-
metric model instead of partly at the least favorable distribution, and extrapolating
everything from there into the full “neighborhood” considered, allows for a simple
and elegant treatment of arbitrary asymmetric contamination.)

Confidence intervals and tests

Asymptotic confidence intervals and tests using robust estimators, which should be
usable except for rather small samples, can be derived from the asymptotic nor-
mal distribution and the asymptotic variance, either “parametrically” by plugging
the estimated parameters into the formula for the asymptotic variance under the
ideal model, or “nonparametrically” by putting the observed e.c.d.f. into the for-
mula. There are generalizations of the influence function (“test IF”, “level IF”, and
“power IF”, all three ∝ IF) and change-of-variance function (“change-of-efficacy
function”) to tests. In more complex situations, such as regression, there are a
number of different (asymptotically equivalent) asymptotic formulas, and it is not
always clear which are to be preferred in a given situation. For rather small samples
(say, from n = 3 to 10), there are sometimes excellent “small sample asymptotic”
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approximations (cf. Field and Hampel [28], Field and Ronchetti [29]) related to the
saddlepoint method (cf. Daniels [20]).

But the problem of bias due to asymmetric gross errors or contamination arises
also for confidence intervals and tests. Due to unfortunate circumstances, it has been
neglected until quite recently, although first numerical investigations of asymmetry
go at least back to 1971 (cf. Hampel [50]). Given an ideal model distribution mixed
with an asymmetric contamination, any (robust) confidence interval devised for
symmetric contamination will contain a fixed bias, and its length will shrink to zero
as n→∞, hence it will soon not contain the true, ideal parameter anymore. Hence,
again, we should decrease γ∗ with increasing n and perhaps try to keep the bias
a fraction (such as 1/4) of the standard deviation. This implies that it does not
make sense to collect too many bad data for the same information. We might partly
“symmetrize” the data by smoothly rejecting distant contamination (often easy to
do), but the main problem is with unidentifiable (for every given n) asymmetric
contamination hidden in the “flanks” of the model distribution (say, 1-2 standard
deviations from the center). - For some recent work on asymmetry in regression, cf.
Fraiman et al. [32]. Cf. also Samarov [108].

Higher dimensions; leverage points

The concepts of one-dimensional robustness theory can often be directly generalized
to higher dimensions, such as more-parameter and higher-dimensional distributions,
including multivariate statistics, and structured (non-i.i.d.) data, such as in re-
gression (cf. Hampel et al. [52]). For example, the generalizations of “Lemma 5”
minimize the trace of the asymptotic covariance matrix under a bound on a suitably
defined generalized gross-error sensitivity. But there are also new aspects in more
general data structures.

Consider briefly regression, both because of its importance and because it has
been so extensively explored. Given a regression data set, let ri be the residuals
from any fitted model, then the least squares (LS) fit is the one that minimizes

∑
r2
i .

This can immediately be generalized to the requirement of minimizing
∑
ρ(ri) for

any symmetric, nondecreasing (for r ≥ 0), (convex or nonconvex) ρ (“Huber-type
regression”). If ρ(x) increases more than linearly for |x| → ∞, the estimator is
not robust (e.g., the estimators minimizing the Lp-norm for p > 1 are not robust).
If ρ is convex, the set of solutions is convex; if ρ is bounded, distant outliers are
(practically) rejected. If ρ is the Huber location ρ (see above), the estimator is the
Huber regression estimator. The limiting case for k → 0 is called L1-regression,
as a certain counterpart of the median. Cf. Huber ([59][60][62][63], Hampel et
al. [52]). But already in simple regression (of y on x) a new phenomenon arises.
If one x is very far away from all the others, it will dominate the fit of Huber-
type regression with monotone ψ (and LS) and will have a very small residual, no
matter whether its y fits the line through the other points or is an outlier. The L1-
solution will even go exactly through this (x, y)-point as soon as the mean of all xs
is outside the remaining xs. More generally (and vaguely defined), an outlying point
in design space (together with its y), which tends to dominate the fit (unless special
precautions are taken), is called a leverage point. (For outliers, cf. also below.)
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Leverage points can be good or bad; if they are proper observations, they contain
a lot of information, much more than the other points, and can be extremely valuable
(e.g., an isolated report on a solar eclipse in antiquity, together with many modern
data). But if they are gross errors, they can completely spoil the fit to the “good”
data. It is therefore of utmost importance in practice to identify and study all
leverage points and try to find out whether they are trustworthy or dangerously
misleading (this is mostly not a statistical problem!).

One way of checking potentially dangerous points is of course to leave them
out tentatively and to compare the different solutions. Another, more elegant way
is to “downweight” all leverage points automatically, and then to compare with
the solution without downweighting. Two classes of such methods are popular.
“Mallows-type regression” downweights all outlying xs, no matter what their ys,
with a suitably decreasing function of the “robustified Mahalanobis distance” of each
x from the point cloud of xs; it then computes a “weighted Huber-type regression”
with these weights so that the influence of any (downweighted) leverage point stays
bounded. “Schweppe-type regression” downweights leverage points only if they do
not lie very close to the fit determined by the majority of points. In case of “good”
leverage points, it is thus more efficient than Mallows-type regression, because it fully
uses their rich information, but it is more intricate and locally less stable and may
also sometimes be numerically more difficult. (By the way, Merrill and Schweppe
“reinvented” robust regression for the purposes of power system control from the
practical viewpoint, because they were highly dissatisfied with the bad behavior of
least squares in the presence of gross errors, cf. Merrill and Schweppe [87].)

The methods just described are also called “bounded influence regression” be-
cause they put a bound on the total influence of each data point, which can be
written as the product of the (ordinary) “influence of residual” and the (new) “in-
fluence of position in factor space”. As a rule, their results should be compared with
those of a Huber-type regression, and the differences should be interpreted. Unfortu-
nately, these methods are well usable only for regression with rather few independent
variables (x-variables, or “carriers”) because of global robustness problems (with the
breakdown point) otherwise (see below).

For robustness work in some other areas of statistics, cf. Künsch et al. [74];
Fellner [26], Stahel and Welsh [117].

Outliers and Global Robustness; The Breakdown

Point

Outliers and gross errors

The most obvious reason for the necessity of some kind of (informal or formal) robust
methods is the widespread occurrence of gross errors in real data. Gross errors, bad
data or blunders are data where “something went wrong”: reading, copying or
transmission errors, intermittent phenomena such as thunderstorms or earthquakes,
mix-up of two different experimental conditions, or inadvertent measurement of a
member of a different population are some of their possible reasons; and even with
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functioning fully automatic data recording equipment, there can be transient effects
causing huge and undesired outliers (Hampel et al. [52] p. 26). It is clear that
a single distant gross error, if left untreated, causes havoc for least squares (and
other nonrobust methods). The frequency of gross errors depends of course on
the reliability and care with which the data are obtained, and there are large high-
quality data sets with less than 1% (including zero) gross errors; but it turns out that
routine data in the sciences (“everyday” data not taken with special care) typically
contain 1-10% gross errors (Hampel et al. [52]). We have to face this fact; we often
cannot afford to treat every observation with very special care; and even if we could,
nobody is completely perfect (there are examples with 0.01% rather hidden outliers
and gross errors). Outside the exact sciences, for example in medicine, there can
easily be more than 10% gross errors.

Outliers are data which “do not fit the pattern suggested by the majority of the
data”. This concept is an ill-defined concept, with no exact limits, but rather with
a transitional zone of increasing doubt of its properness as a suspect observation
moves farther and farther out. It is still a useful concept.

Outliers are not the same as gross errors. Most gross errors show themselves
as outliers, but some are hidden among the “good” observations. Many outliers
are gross errors, but some outliers are proper observations (e.g., from a longer-
tailed distribution, cf. also the “Noah-effect” in Mandelbrot and Wallis [80]), and
sometimes the outliers are the most valuable observations of the whole sample,
indicating a new, unsuspected effect or discovery (so that sometimes statisticians get
patents on outliers). An example is the discovery of the ozone hole over Antarctica
(the data were clear outliers compared with what was previously known). It is
therefore not advisable to discard (“reject”) outliers without at least a second look
(and thought; even gross errors can sometimes give useful information).

By the way, the widespread rumor that the Americans did not discover the
ozone hole first despite their superior equipment because their “sophisticated” com-
puters had automatically rejected the measurements as outliers, has been challenged
(cf. Pukelsheim [100]); according to this article, the data had been automatically
“flagged” by the computer, as needing special attention (as it should be); they were
then compared with another, related series which however ran totally discordant;
only then were the first data seriously doubted. But later it turned out that the
second(!) series contained a serious systematic(!) error, measuring something very
different from what it should, and therefore misleading the scientists.

There are two main aims in data analysis concerning outliers: still to get reliable
information about the pattern of the majority of the data (“accommodation of out-
liers”), and identification of all outliers and suspect outliers for special treatment,
in case they have something interesting to tell. The first aim is precisely one aim of
robust statistics; and the residuals from a robust(!) fit are a very good basis for iden-
tification of special points (if care is also taken concerning leverage points). There
is a more primitive technology of “rejection of outliers” which can (and should) be
incorporated into robust statistics, but which by itself gives simple-looking solutions
to rather debatable and misleadingly incomplete questions (see below); however, the
simplicity of its answers is often considered a virtue.
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The breakdown point

The main question in robustness theory concerning outliers is: how many percent
arbitrary gross errors (or outliers) are tolerated by a statistical procedure before it
can give arbitrarily misleading results? This fraction is called the “breakdown point”
BP of the procedure. For example, the arithmetic mean (and LS) can be carried
to ±∞ by a single arbitrary outlier, hence its BP = 0 (for the mean combined
with rejection of outliers, see below); the median tolerates slightly less than 50%
outliers on one side before it has nothing to do with the “good” data (its asymptotic
BP = 1/2); the α-trimmed mean (see above) has (approximate and asymptotic)
BP = α (0 < α < 1/2). There are several slightly different definitions of the BP (
Hampel [39][40], Hampel et al. [52]; Donoho and Huber [23]), mainly the asymptotic
BP and the “lower finite-sample gross-error BP” described above; the corresponding
“upper” BP gives the “smallest amount of free contamination that can carry the
estimator over all bounds” and is larger by 1/n, hence asymptotically equivalent.

The idea of considering the whole “bias curve” which connects the gross-error
sensitivity (its slope at zero) with the BP (place of its nearest pole)(cf. Hampel [39]),
has also been investigated more recently (cf.,e.g., Maronna et al. [85] and Berrendero
and Zamar [9]).

In view of the frequency of gross errors, the BP should ordinarily be above 10%,
preferably (for safety) even above 20%, while 50% is obviously the maximum for
equivariant estimators and “mean” (nasty) contamination (imagine a mock sample,
consisting of n/2 data, looking “good”, anywhere else: without prior knowledge,
we could not distinguish between the “good” and the “bad” half-sample). But if
some (informal, not necessarily Bayesian) prior information about the “good” data is
available, the BP can be higher, even = 1. Since local robust efficiency does not help
us in face of global unreliability, the breakdown point is the first and most important
single number robustness property, even before the pair “asymptotic variance and
gross-error sensitivity γ∗”, and the other properties of the IF.

For location and scale estimators, it is easy to obtain BP = 1/2. For scale,
the median deviation (“MAD”, see above) has BP = 1/2, while the better known
interquartile range (3rd quartile minus 1st quartile) has only BP = 1/4. This
difference proved to be surprisingly important in practice even when both were
only auxiliary scale estimators for robust M -estimators of location under symmetric
distributions, where both are locally (asymptotically) equivalent (Andrews et al. [1],
cf., e.g., Ch. 7E3). M -estimators of location, scaled by the MAD (and starting with
the median in case of redescenders, see above), have BP = 1/2. By contrast, Huber’s
proposal 2 with k = 1.5 has “only” BP = 26% (still high enough for most purposes).

There is much literature on so-called L-estimators (linear functions of the order
statistics) and R-estimators (estimators derived from rank tests) of location, al-
though few of them are commonly used in practice. The L-estimators have BP = 0
even if γ∗ <∞, unless the weight function is zero in two regions at either end (as is
the case for α-trimmed and α-Winsorized means). The R-estimators have BP > 0
even if γ∗ = ∞, as for the normal scores estimator (derived from the Fisher-Yates-
Terry-Hoeffding-van der Waerden or normal scores test) which has BP = 24% and
is asymptotically fully efficient under the normal model; but because of γ∗ = ∞,
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it becomes worse than the Hodges-Lehmann estimator (H/L) already very close to
the normal ( Hampel [44]). H/L (the median of all pairwise means, derived from
the Wilcoxon or Mann-Whitney U -test) has BP = 29% and a bounded monotone
IF and behaves rather similar to Huber-estimators; apart from the median (which is
an M -, L- and R-estimator), it is the only frequently used R-estimator of location.

Rejection of outliers and robust estimation

There is a rich literature on rejection of outliers (cf., e.g., Grubbs [38]; Barnett and
Lewis [2]), and a large number of rejection rules has been proposed. However, the
main paradigm appears to be a test of, for example, Ho: the data are exactly normal,
against HA: two outliers on the right. The data are of course never exactly normal
(but the level of the tests easily fails even with small deviations), and there are
often problems of multiplicity of tests due to the frequently data-dependent choice
of the alternative. (Many people will take a different test if there is only one suspect
observation, or two on different sides, thereby destroying the meaning of the level
and therefore of the test.) Hence the nominal level of such tests has to be taken at
least with a grain of salt. But there are other problems.

Great data analysts have stressed that identification of outliers should mainly be
done for reasons from the subject matter science, not for purely statistical reasons.
The interpretation of the suspected outliers is important. There are even cases where
each somewhat large “non-outlier” (or “almost-outlier”) is entirely compatible with
the “good” data, but together (and with very few more distant data) they form a
clear outlying pattern demanding and obtaining a different interpretation (Hampel
[47], Table 3.2). So much to identification of outliers.

The other, more clear-cut aim with outliers is bounding their (global and local)
influence and rendering them harmless in order to get safe information on the ma-
jority of the data (“accommodation of outliers”). For example, how reliable (BP)
and efficient (as. variance) is the combined statistical procedure: “First reject all
outliers according to some rule, then use the arithmetic mean of the rest”? (This
procedure, not the strict mathematical mean, is the “arithmetic mean” probably
most commonly used.) The naive idea that after rejection the remaining data are
perfectly normal, ignores both errors of the first and second kind of the test and
is highly misleading. But for a long time, not even the asymptotic or Monte Carlo
variances of combined rejection-estimation procedures under strict normality have
been studied.

It turned out (Hampel [45]) that the most important information on the behavior
of “rejection with subsequent estimation” is given by the breakdown point of the
combined procedure, followed by the variance (or efficiency loss) under normality.
These two numbers describe already to a high degree the results of a large Monte
Carlo study with 10 different underlying distributions. A new, simple and very
successful class of rejection rules emerged, the “Huber-type skipped means”: “Reject
everything outside med ±k ·MAD, and take the mean of the rest”, with k around
5. Its BP is always 1/2, and its Monte Carlo variance (here: inverse efficiency)
under normality for n = 20 is 1.04 for k ≈ 5.5 (=̂ 3.50 standard deviations under
the normal) and 1.09 for k ≈ 4.5. If the advantage of having a clear-cut (though
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artificial) separation into “good” and “bad” data by a hard rejection rule is thought
to outweigh the efficiency losses of all rejection rules (see below), this class (or
extensions and refinements of it) appears to be the best solution.

On the other hand, there is a “rejection rule” which cannot even reject a single
very distant outlier out of 20 observations ( Hampel [45]), but is cited in the litera-
ture without any warning: the “studentized range” (range divided by the standard
deviation of the same sample, or (x(n)−x(1))/s) for levels up to about (beyond) 5%!
(The simple reason is that the ratio of range and s tends to a finite limit below the
critical value for the assumed level when an outlier moves to infinity.)

Perhaps even more dangerous for statistical practice is that the “largest (or
maximum) studentized residual”, max{|xi−x̄|}/s, also called “Grubbs’s rule”, which
is probably the most widely used rejection rule (and informally shines through in
residual analysis from least squares fits), has only a BP around 10% (depending on
the exact level of the formal test), that means, it can barely (or not even) safely
reject a single outlier out of 10 (or 2 outliers out of 20) and is thus a borderline case
for practical usability.

Obviously, Dixon’s rule in its most common two-sided forms has only lower
finite-sample BP = 1/n or 2/n.

By the way, the often-cited “masking effect” of a second outlier on a first one can
happen just when 1/n < BP < 2/n. (And the level of the outlier test is meaningless
for accommodation: some very good rejection rules have level = 50%.) See Hampel
[45] for more details.

For a more recent discussion of rejection rules, see Davies and Gather [21].

Local properties of rejection rules, including subjective re-
jection

The influence curve of any rejection rule combined with the mean has a huge jump
at the “rejection point”, where it becomes zero, causing local instability and rel-
atively large (in bad cases arbitrarily large) efficiency losses. All reliable rejection
rules suffer most from contamination near the rejection point; they are best in the
presence of distant contamination. On the other hand, Huber-estimators (and oth-
ers with monotone IF) are best for “high quality data” distributions with somewhat
elongated tails, such as a t3-distribution. They all lose about 10-20% efficiency un-
necessarily for usual amounts (5-10%) of distant contamination (because the latter
is not rejected, although it could be easily identified), while all rejection rules lose at
least 10-20% efficiency (often much more) unnecessarily under “high-quality data”
without gross errors and clear outliers, but (as is typically the case) with somewhat
“fattened flanks” and slightly elongated tails of the distribution.

A class of estimators without either efficiency losses are the “smoothly redescend-
ing” (to zero, with their ψ-function) M -estimators, such as the 25A - 12A group and
Tukey’s biweight (Andrews et al. [1]). They were designed to reject all clear outliers,
but avoid the hard jump of rejection rules and replace it, more realistically, by a
continuous transition of treating the data from “fully good” to “fully bad” (Hampel
[50]). (By the way, neither R- nor L-estimators, mentioned above, can achieve this
behavior, cf. Hampel [44].)
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What about subjective rejection (i.e., rejection without any fixed rule or math-
ematical formula)? What are its efficiency losses in various situations? There has
been indeed a remarkable Monte Carlo study putting 5 statisticians in front of a
computer screen and letting them visually reject outliers in the samples shown, and
also give a “seat-of-the-pants estimate” each time (Relles and Rogers [101]; their pre-
ceding research report also contains some nice graphs). The results, very uniformly,
show again an avoidable efficiency loss of about 10-20% in the most important situa-
tions. Thus, for modest demands on efficiency, subjective rejection is fine, as long as
the data can be looked at visually at all (and it has the advantage of being closer to
thinking about and interpreting the outliers); but for higher demands on efficiency,
it should be replaced by a smoothly redescending M -estimator.

The actual efficiency of least squares

There are still claims that least squares usually lose only a few percent (at most about
5-10%) efficiency with real data, compared with good robust estimators, although
already Jeffreys [65], Ch. 5.7) had demonstrated that for 9 large high-quality data
sets, presumably without gross errors, the efficiency losses of the mean are between
about 10% and 50% (and for the empirical variance between 20% and 100%(!)).
The findings by Jeffreys were discussed by Cox and Hinkley [17] in such a way as
to suggest (without ever claiming so!) efficiency losses of at most (instead of at
least) 10%. Another confusing paper was Stigler’s [119] comparison of estimates
derived from some old high quality sets of measurements of physical constants with
their modern values. It is well-known among physicists that all such measurements
contain systematic (and “semi-systematic”, cf. below) errors which change over time
(cf., e.g., Youden [129]), hence typically the modern value was on one side of most
good robust estimates; so was often the mean because of its high variability, hence
it was sometimes very good and sometimes very bad and on the average, because
of the linear comparison made, hardly worse than the (accidentally) “best” robust
estimator. (Stigler’s theorem in the rejoinder was wrongly applied; cf. also Hampel et
al. [52], p. 31f.) - A common “justification” of LS is the Gauss-Markov theorem; but
this tells only that LS is optimal among all linear unbiased estimators; and as was
already demonstrated by Fisher [31], all linear estimators are very bad outside a
very small region of Pearson curves around the normal distribution. (Rejection of
outliers is nonlinear; so are most maximum likelihood estimators.)

Linearity still has the great virtue of simplicity; and sometimes one is lucky with
the efficiency of LS with high-quality data, sometimes not. Sometimes the same
authors find examples for both situations (Spjøtvoll and Aastveit [111] [112]). With
less reliable data, which may or do contain gross errors, no decent applied statistician
will use the “arithmetic mean” (or LS) in its strict mathematical sense, but rather
the mean (or LS) after (subjective or objective) “rejection of outliers”; but we
have seen that with any hard rejection rule (without transition zone), including
subjective rejection, typical avoidable efficiency losses are at least 10-20%. Good
rejection rules (with high BP) prevent the worst and may often be sufficiently good
(cf. also the remarks on 20% efficiency loss in the greater context of data analysis
near the beginning); but to act as if after rejection of outliers one has an exactly
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normal sample is untenable.

The breakdown point in higher dimensions and structured
designs

M -estimators can be immediately generalized to multivariate statistics and multi-
ple regression, and they retain their good local properties. However, it came as
a bad surprise (related to the “curse of dimension”) when Maronna ([84]; cf. also
Schönholzer [109], Stahel [114]) proved that for all “nice”, smooth affine equivariant
estimators of multivariate location the breakdown point is ≤ 1/d, where d is the
dimension of the space in multivariate statistics, with corresponding consequences
for the design space in multiple regression. Thus, for higher than 10-dimensional
data, no “nice” equivariant methods exist which are absolutely safe against up to
10% gross errors.

As a reaction, a lot of research was done on “pathological” affine equivariant
estimators with BP = 1/2 for any dimension. Such estimators exist; the first such
regression estimator (stimulated by Tukey’s “shorth”, cf. Andrews et al. [1]) was
the fit minimizing the MAD of the residuals ( Hampel [43], investigated further
and popularized under the name “least median of squares” by Rousseeuw ([104]
and subsequent work); cf. also Rousseeuw and Leroy [105] which contains a number
of examples). Somewhat similarly, Stahel [113] [114]) and Donoho [22], for robust
covariance matrix estimation (which can then also be used in multiple regression),
used a measure of outlyingness based on a search over “all directions” on a high-
dimensional sphere. Such searches can at best be approximated on the computer;
even so they are very computer-intensive. A third regression method with BP = 1/2,
which however is not affine equivariant, Siegel’s [110] “repeated median”, needs only
finitely many steps in principle, but suffers soon from the “combinatorial explosion”.
All three methods are presently only usable for somewhat less than 10 independent
variables (depending of course somewhat on computer power and program). In
addition, they are very inefficient; but this can be remedied by follow-up (1-step)
redescending M -estimators (cf., e.g., Yohai et al. [128]).

Meanwhile there has been a lot of research, and there are many other “high
breakdown point estimators”, with variants and combinations to make them more
efficient (such as S-estimators, τ -estimators, MM -estimators, minimum volume el-
lipsoids..., cf. Rousseeuw and Leroy [105] and the papers in Stahel and Weisberg
[116] for a start). All this research concentrates on BP = 1/2 and on strict affine
equivariance. But it can be argued that a good model for the distribution of gross
errors is often not affine equivariant (gross errors tend to occur partly in single co-
ordinates), and that a flexible robust tool box for interactive data analysis would
be more useful for statistical practice, although in some situations high breakdown
point estimators might be the method of choice.

Another aspect is that the concept of breakdown point has been generalized to
linear models mostly in only one way, namely for random “carriers” or x-variables,
allowing direct application of the theory for i.i.d. vectors. But one can also consider
the conditional BP, given the design (which is known after the data are in, even if it
contains gross errors); this concept provides much richer information complementing
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and augmenting the one given by the unconditional BP (cf. Hampel [43], where the
conditional BP is implicitly used for some examples as the most natural one before
the other one had even been defined). In special situations, for example in the
ANOVA, it can also be helpful to define a “local BP” (see Mili et al. [89]) and a
“partial BP” ( Ruckstuhl [106], [107]) and to differentiate between a BP against
“wild” and against “mean” (nasty) outliers (Hampel [48]; see also Terbeck and
Davies [121]).

Long-Range dependence; The Violation of the In-

dependence Assumption

More aspects of statistical “random errors”

Compare also the sections on long-range dependence at the beginning.
Experienced data analysts know that “every observation is influenced by the

date on which it is made” (Cuthbert Daniel in his lectures 1968 at UC Berkeley;
W.S. Gosset (“Student”) [120] and cited by Jeffreys [65], 3rd. ed., p. 298). Newcomb
[95] gave a penetrating analysis of statistical errors in astronomy, and so did

“Student” [120], with many examples, for chemical data. The paper by “Stu-
dent”, reproduced also in his “Collected Papers” (E.S. Pearson and Wishart, eds.,
[98]), is worthwhile reading for every applied statistician. Karl Pearson [99] tried to
analyze the “personal equation” (the personal error or effect of different observers)
and found in 6 long controlled series not only (long-range) correlations over time, but
also (even more mysterious) cross-correlations between different observers. Rather
striking is also the behavior of several hundred measurements of the US 1 kg check
standard weight obtained with utmost care (with a relative error of 10−10!) for the
purpose of checking on the measurement process itself by the NBS in Washington,
D.C.; they should be prime examples for “i.i.d.” data if ever there exist any; but
instead they exhibit highly significant long-range correlations (which can be as little
explained as in other cases). See Graf et al. [36], Hampel [46] and Beran [7] for
more details and examples (including the about 3000 measurements of the velocity
of light by Michelson et al. [88]).

A consequence of these phenomena is that “replicates” (observations under “iden-
tical” conditions) should be spread as far apart as possible (in time, space, ...) in
order to get a realistic estimate of the “random error”; “replicates” right next to
each other (“pseudo-replicates”) give a spuriously small error. On the other hand,
if the size of a “contrast” (effect or interaction in ANOVA, slope in regression) is
sought, the observations should be done as close together as possible (possibly in
blocks) so as not to be unduly influenced by the slowly changing correlation effects
(“semi-systematic errors”).

Chemists know from experience that the interlaboratory error (“reproducibil-
ity”) is larger than the intralaboratory error (“repeatability”) and make elaborate
“interlaboratory tests” (in German: “Ringversuche”), where samples of the same
well-mixed quantity are analyzed by different labs, in order to assess these errors.
As noted before, these aspects are mainly important for the assessment of absolute
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constants; for example, for testing whether a legal limit (threshold value, standard)
for some contamination in food or the environment has been surpassed (a frequent
and for society highly important task for many chemists). It could happen that 2
tests of the same material, done by different laboratories, both come out significantly
above the legal limit, but that there is no significance if the interlaboratory error is
taken into account.

It is by now widely known from experience that count data often exhibit “overdis-
persion”, so that the standard errors derived from the multinomial (etc.) distribution
have to be corrected by an empirical factor. Already long ago, Berkson [8] noted
that in sufficiently large samples of count data, the χ2-test virtually always rejects
the null hypothesis (“making statistical testing superfluous”, as he, half-jokingly,
half-puzzled, remarked). It may be surmised that both phenomena are (at least in
part) related to long-range correlations in the count data.

Other examples which have been shown to exhibit long-range correlations range
from the density of wireworms (data given in Yates and Finney [127] and in Yates
[126]) and agricultural yields in uniformity trials (H. Fairfield Smith [24]) to the
weights of milk cartons filled in a fully automatic production line (Graf unpublished,
cited in Hampel [46]). Compare also the many examples for long-range dependence
in virtually all kinds of geophysical data (cf. the beginning) collected by Mandelbrot
and Wallis [82].

As Heyde (in discussion of Hampel, [46], p. 255) noted with reference to the In-
ternational Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the investigation of environ-
mental data under the aspect of long-range dependence is of greatest importance,
in view of the consequences for standard errors, tests and confidence intervals (see
below).

The modelling of long-range dependence

The true behavior of errors of series of “independent” measurements can be consid-
ered as lying somewhere in between that of independent random errors and constant
systematic errors. They were called “semi-systematic errors” by Newcomb [95] and
“semi-constant errors” by “Student” [120]. H. Fairfield Smith [24] showed empiri-
cally for about 40 uniformity trials that the variance of the mean yield did not go to
zero like n−1, where n is the number of plots, but like n−α, for α anywhere between 0
and 1. This contradicts not only the famous textbook formula that Var(X̄n) = Var
(X1)/n; but also for all short-range correlated (strongly mixing) processes, including
all ARMA processes, Var (X̄n) ∝ n−1 at least asymptotically, and the only way out
seemed the assumption that one was still in the realm of transient effects (which can
always be described by sufficiently many serial correlations as parameters). When
the engineer H.E. Hurst thoroughly analyzed the about 800 yearly maxima and
minima of the river Nile in preparation for the construction of the Aswan dam (the
longest such data series known), he arrived again at empirical conclusions which
seemed incompatible with a “stationary” behavior of the Nile. But then B.B. Man-
delbrot (cf. Mandelbrot [77]; Mandelbrot and Wallis [80][82]; Mandelbrot and van
Ness [79]) was able to describe the “Hurst phenomenon” by means of the increment
processes of so-called self-similar Gaussian processes (Kolmogorov [70]). These are
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stationary, but only weakly mixing and long-range correlated processes where the
lag k correlation goes to zero so slowly (hyperbolically instead of exponentially) that
the sum over all lags is infinite, and the variance of the arithmetic mean goes to
zero exactly like n2H−2, where the parameter H (named after Hurst by Mandelbrot)
usually lies between 1/2 (independence) and 1 (nonstationarity; the limiting case
can also be viewed as a random, nonergodic constant systematic error). Mandelbrot
called the biblical phenomenon of “seven fat years followed by seven lean years”
caused by the Nile the “Joseph effect”.

For a continuous time self-similar process, the sample paths always “look the
same” except for scaling (are “similar to themselves”) in the large as in the small
(“under the magnifying glass”). Such processes can be derived by means of a “frac-
tional integral” over white noise (cf., e.g., Mandelbrot and van Ness [79]). They are
special cases of Mandelbrot’s [78] “fractals”. The (stationary!) increment processes
(which are mathematically rather “pathological”) of Gaussian self-similar processes
are called “fractional Gaussian noises”. For the discretized versions, the correlation
between Xi and Xi+k as function of the lag k (which fixes a stationary Gaussian
process) is ((k + 1)2H − 2k2H + |k − 1|2H)/2 for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Loosely speaking,
the distant past is still noticeably correlated with the distant future.

It is instructive to study the pictures of simulations of discrete fractional Gaus-
sian noises, see, e.g., Mandelbrot and Wallis [81], Wallis and Matalas [124], Wallis
and O’Connell [125] (the latter two also with simulations of lag-one Markov pro-
cesses and an ARIMA(1, 0, 1) process for comparison), Mandelbrot [78], Graf [35],
Graf et al. [36] (including a visual comparison with a series of 588 monthly ozone
data, part of the famous Arosa ozone series, to show the strong similarity in char-
acter), Hampel et al. [52], Hampel [46], and the monograph by J. Beran [7]. One
striking feature is that there seem to be all sorts of “trends” and “cycles” (“hidden
periodicities”) in any limited segment (often about 2-3 “cycles”, no matter what the
length of the segment); but with the continuation, these “trends” and “cycles” dis-
appear (and new ones seem to appear). Thus, one has to be careful: many “climatic
cycles” (or similar-looking phenomena) may be merely artefacts of a long-range cor-
related process. This is not to say that all such “trends” and “cycles” are spurious;
but there should be a good theoretical reason (such as an astronomical cycle in the
background, or another convincing explanatory variable) or very strong empirical
evidence before such apparent effects can be trusted.

Self-similar processes are not the only way to model long-range correlations;
asymptotically equivalent are so-called fractional ARIMA-processes (cf. Granger
and Joyeux [37], Hosking [54], Li and McLeod [75]), which were developed later, but
fit better into the ARIMA-technology.

First statistical methods for the increment processes of discretized self-similar
processes were already developed by Hurst and by Mandelbrot. Graf ([35], cf. Graf
et al. [36]) developed asymptotically optimal methods (and robust variants) for
estimating and testing H, and J. Beran ([4] [5], cf. also [6] and [7])(compare also
Künsch [72]) developed a one-sample t-test for long-range correlated data. For more
recent results, cf. Beran [7]. In view of the results of Künsch et al. [73], the
one-sample t-test, although looking simpler at first, is much more problematic in
practice (except for small samples) than the two-sample t-test, in which with well-
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chosen designs the first-order effects of long-range correlations cancel out, as noted
in the beginning.
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